
 

NEW PRODUCT 2022: 

DRY SUITS 
 

My first dry suit changed my life.  No longer terrified of a freezing swim, 

and just enjoying wet days and dry days, Grade 1, 2 and above, equally.  

Hugh Canard, Owner.  

 

Dry suits and New Zealand  

In New Zealand most of our rivers and lakes are cold.  In a packraft you are going to get wet. If you 

have a self-bailer it’s definitely all the time. In a spray deck model it’s always a possibility.  After 

equipping yourself with a packraft, a comfortable PFD, a helmet and a paddle, the next item is a dry 

suit.  Wetsuits are OK, but they’re not comfortable and they are very constricting.   

A dry suit will change your life in three ways. 

1. Comfort – you will be warm and dry all 

day. Why be miserable?   

2. Safety –Cold can be a killer and just 

being cold will reduce your responses 

and skills.   

3. Confidence – if you’re warm and you 

know a swim won’t be a problem, 

your confidence to try new things will 

improve. 

If it’s not cold you’re still going to be wet and 

exposed.  If it’s cold or windy or the water is 

glacial, a dry suit is a game changer.  You just 

adjust the layering and you can wear your 

thermals underneath.  

Capsize? No problem.  Do a course, know what 

to do, and get back paddling without the fear 

of a freezing dip.  

Design and Manufacture 

At Blue Duck we wear a dry suit 100% of the 

time.  We then searched internationally for a 

reliable source.  We purchased samples three 

years ago and have worn them a lot.  Some 

were not up to scratch.  We now have a 

supplier with huge capacity and we are 

fortunate to be able to source our modest 

needs.  

✓ Good fabric 

✓ Good design 

✓ Good workmanship 



And our own requirements, which are that all gear be not too complicated and not too heavy.  These 

dry suits are for packrafting, and rafting and kayaking and SUP. 

Our dry suits and dry pants are  

 Waterproof 3 ply seam sealed 

 breathable 

 have a CorduraTM outer fabric, 

 double layer knees, butt and elbows 

 covered wrist cuffs 

 integral boots with ankle cuffs 

 comfortable neck seal 

 big front entry zip you can open and shut (without 

dislocating your shoulder) 

 relief zips suitably located for men and women 

 choice of neoprene or latex seals 

Zips are waterproof, by YKKTM Japan, the world’s biggest zip manufacturer. 

Blue Duck dry suits have been tested in New Zealand rivers from Nelson to Southland and in 

Antarctica.  We’re now confident to launch them into New Zealand. 

Dry Pants 

Dry pants are a good option for those packrafters in self-bailers or spray 

deck models that are planning on running Grade 2 rivers or open water 

with small breaking waves.  They cover up to your armpits, or slightly 

lower for women, with your parka completing your outerwear. Our dry 

pants have integral boots so you can wade rivers, get your boat swamped 

and paddle small rapids all day and stay dry.  If you go for a swim you’ll 

get wet.  In that case whip them off, empty the legs, and put them back 

on.  Keep the wind off your wet clothes.  

Our dry pants are light – 700 to 850 grams, and 30% of the cost of a full 

dry suit.  Trampers and fishers – Blue Duck Dry Pants could be an option 

for you. Not as warm as waders but a lot less bulky and lighter.   

Weight versus Performance 

You used to be able to buy very light dry suits online.  They didn’t seem to last long and the company 

went out of business.  You can pay over $2000 for a dry suit.  You can pay around $1000 for a dry 

suit. 

#1 is they had better be dry.   

#2 they need to last a few years 

#3 they need to be affordable. 

For packrafting on Grade 3 - choose a full dry suit. Ours weigh around 1.2 to 1.3 kg.  

For packrafting where its cold, say, below 15oC – a dry suit is a safety consideration. 

If you’re packrafting and swims occur – dry suit.  

For packrafting where you have big hikes and Grade 2 you can save 500 grams by choosing dry 

pants.  Your rain gear serves as a top.  

 

 

 



Dry Suits and Dry Pants – what to wear underneath.  

Wear long johns and long sleeves and socks under your Blue Duck suit.   Some 

water will seep past the wrist seals and the cuffs of your top will get damp.  If 

it’s cold cold, just add layers. You can safely wear fleece or down tops under a 

dry suit.  If it’s raining at camp wear your dry suit around camp until you’re 

ready for bed.  What you wear under your suit is what you need for the 

temperatures you expect.  

The integral booties are not suitable for walking around on stones.  We wear 

sports sandals, trainers, or wet boots over our booties.   Sandals adjust, but 

shoes and boots need to be a size bigger. Whatever you use, the soles should 

be suitable for clambering over rocks for scouting and portaging.  

Store dry on a hanger out of the sun.  

OPTIONS 

Sizes     

 Men’s are  S/M/L/XL/XXL.    

 Women’s are XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL.  Sizes 4 through to 18.  

 See below for a full Sizing Chart.   

 Specials are available for a factory surcharge. 

Seals   

 Neoprene – the neck is double layer, soft surface, with an elastic adjustment.   Wrist 

seals are what is called NeoSkin.  They really work.  The neck seals are great and you 

won’t have a red rash to explain later.  Neoprene is a synthetic rubber and is non-

allergenic and UV resistant.  

 Latex – a natural rubber.  Seals a bit tighter than neoprene. The trade-off is that it 

can be uncomfortable and some people get a rash.   

Colours – we’re trying to keep it simple so; 

 Men’s will have front relief zip 

 Women’s will have rear relief zip 

 All dry suits will have black wear patches at 

feet, knees butt, and elbows. 

 The suit will be made in your choice of colour.   

o orange 

o blue 

o yellow 

o red 

o lemon green  

SIZING CHARTS 

MEN 

Size Height 

(cm) 

Weight 

(kg) 

Chest 

(cm) 

Waist 

(cm) 

S 157-167 52-64 81-91 71-79 

M 165-173 59-75 91-102 76-84 

L 170-183 68-88 99-109 81-89 

XL 178-188 84-102 107-117 86-94 

XXL 185-193 98-111 117-127 91-107 

 
WOMEN 

    



 

Size Height 

(cm) 

Weight 

(kg) 

Bust 

(cm) 

Waist 

(cm) 

Hips 

(cm) 

Numeric 

Size 

XS 142-157 41-52 76-84 61-69 86-94 4 

S 155-168 50-61 81-86 66-76 91-99 6 

M 165-173 59-70 84-94 74-84 97-107 8 

L 170-178 68-82 89-99 81-91 102-112 10 

XL 175-183 79-95 97-107 89-99 107-117 12-14 

XXL 180-188 91-100 104-109 97-104 112-122 16 - 18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Waterproof Breathable Fabrics 

The term "Waterproof/Breathable" refers to any fabric with a PTFE 

(TeflonTM) coating laminated to the inside, that both repels water 

and moves moisture and vapor from the inside to the outside. Gore-

tex® and Ultrex® are probably the most known of these types of 

fabrics.  

 

 

Blue Duck dry suits and dry pants are 3 layer, with a PTFE inner layer, 

and not to be confused with 2.5 layer fabrication.   3 layer adds about 

33% to the cost and, after testing the difference on the Wairau River 

in a snowstorm last Easter, we decided not to offer the budget 

version.   

 

  



 

Field Testing 

I have owned 5 dry suits over 20 years.  My last three were from our manufacturer in China.  They 

have all proven their worth.  I wore one out, and the other two I still use.  They have neoprene seals, 

which have lasted much longer than the latex seals and are more comfortable.  I have used them 

rafting, catarafting, kayaking, and packrafting.  I have swum some quite big burly rapids in my dry 

suit and all I suffered were bruises and a bent ego. Not often mentioned is my ability to rescue 

others was vastly improved by a dry suit.  Friends have the same brand and like them. In terms of 

quality I can’t detect any difference between ours and the name brands.  

On a Landsborough trip we flew in, then it 

rained all night. We sat out the next day in 

the (S Westland) rain. I wore my dry suit all 

day and was able to wander about and not 

be stuck in my tent all day. The next day I 

was on the river.  

After cursing the zips and lack of them on 

other brands I decided that ALL Blue Duck 

dry gear would have decent zips and gender 

appropriate secondary zips.  YKK zips are 

nylon and they work with cold fingers.  

Our dry suits are suitable for kayaking and rafting.  They don’t have a spray skirt overlap, but in a 

packraft or raft you don’t need them, or the extra weight and expense, thanks.   

I decided to offer dry suits through Blue Duck because I have confidence in the product.  We even 

put our little duck on them. Tastefully, I hope.  

Hugh Canard, Owner.  

 

PRICES 

Men’s  $1145.00 

Women’s $1175.00  

Including GST and freight charges to anywhere in NZ. 

ORDER ONLINE NOW: blueduckpackrafting.co.nz/order-dry-suits 

Neoprene details Quality workmanship 

https://www.blueduckpackrafting.co.nz/order-dry-suits

